There are few techniques for the reduction of interference terms. The most important between them is the reallocation technique. Other methods are based on the deco.mposition in frames of the signals to be processed. These frames represent discrete variants of some corresponding linear time-frequency representations. The aim of this paper is to propose a new method for the WignerVille time-frequency representation's interference term reduction. This method is based on the conjoint use of the Gabor and Wigner-Ville time-frequency representations of the same signal. Simulations prove the performances of the new method.
INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of time-frequency representations: the Gabor transform, the wavelet transform (linear representations) and the members of the Cohen class (bilinear representations). Every class of time-frequency representations has a prototype. ] represents a distance between the elements qm," and qmr,nt. Hence, only the interference terms situated at a distance inferior to a certain threshold S were kept. So, the control of the interference terms can be done. In [4] another condition is added. Only the terms containing coefficients cmc with the modulus superior to another threshold S 'were retained.
The principal disadvantage of the interference terms' reduction methods based on the decomposition of the signal to be processed in a frame is due to the discrete nature of frames. Because these structures are obtained by sampling continuous time-frequency representations, a part of the information contained in such a distribution is lost. This is the reason why in the following a new interference terms' reduction method is proposed. The stn~cture of this paper is the following:
-in its second section the new method is presented, -'in the third section some simulation results are discussed, ,the last section is dedicated to concluding remarks.
THE NEW METHOD
On the basis of the Gabor transform of the signal to be processed is built a signature of this signal. In fact this is a prototype time-frequency representation. This prototype representation is multiplied with the Wigner-Ville distribution of the same signal. So, a new time-frequency representation, with a reduced content of interference terms, is obtained. This new time-frequency representation represents the result of the method proposed in this paper. The, prototype time-frequency representation of the signal x(t) is obtained by nonlinear filtering its Gabor timefre,quency representation TF," (I.0 After filtering the real and imaginary parts of a new timafrequency representation are obtained. All the non-null values of those parts (real and imaginary) are set to I . Doing so, the real and imaginary parts of the prototype time-frequency representation TF (1.0) are obtained.
Using these real and imaginary parts, the complex form of the prototype time-frequency representation is obtained. Its modulus, IpTF,(t,o)(, will be used in the following.
So, the new Wigner-Ville representation's interference terms' reduction method is based on the following steps:
2.

.
TXe computation of the Gabor time-frequency representation, TF,G ( t ,~) ,
The computation of the prototype time-frequency representation's modulus, IpTF,(f.o)(, 
( 6 )
This method has only one parameter, the fraction a
SIMULATION RESULTS
The signal analyzed is composed by two chirp signals, one with an increasing in time instantaneous frequency and the other with a decreasing in time instantaneous frequency and a cosine signal. In figure I are presented the results obtained. In figure 1 a) is presented the image pf the modulus of its Gabor time-frequency representation, in figure I .
Analyzing the figure I a) , it can be observed the good localization of the Gabor time-frequency representation. The three components of the analyzed signal can be observed very easy. The Wigner-Ville time-frequency representation of the test signal, represented in figure 1 c) , contains interference terms, localized between the three components. Their presence is obvious, making the observation of the time-frequency representation more difficult. The result of the new interference terms' reduction method, proposed in this paper is represented in figure 1 d) . Analyzing this image, the three components (the two frequency modulated signals and the cosine signal) can be observed. Their concentration around the three instantaneous frequency curves is improved, versus the image in figure 1 a) . Some interference terms, localized in the vicinity of the three components, resisted to reduction. The quality of the image in figure 1 d) is good enough to represent the start point of a procedure based on mathematical morphology, developed to permit a very precise estimation of the instantaneous frequency, [6-71. One of the major difficulty of the interference terms' reduction method based on reallocation is its sensitivity to additive noise. This is the reason why the robustness of the method proposed in this paper is tested in the following. The same test signal was additively perturbed with a train of white noise pulses. A realization of this noise is presented in figure 2. ' Some of them resisted to the reduction procedure, proposed in this paper. They can be seen in figure 3 
where is presented the modulus of the new time-frequency representation proposed in this paper. Fortunately, the three useful components are visible in this figure. There are two categories of interference terms, the first contains the terms situated in the vicinity of the three components and the second contains the terms situated at a large distance. The interference terms from the second class are produced by the noise component. All the interference terms from figure 1 d) can be cancelled using mathematical morphology operators (first must be applied a dilation to recover the connectivity of the three useful components and after a skeleton to reduce to one pixel the width of each useful line). So, the three instantaneous frequencies, can be very precisely estimated starting from the image in figure 3 d) , [7] .
CONCLUSIONS
The interference terms' reduction method, proposed in thi:: paper, proved good performances. It is faster then the other methods based on the reallocation method or on the frame decomposition of the input signal. Its robustness is sufficient to he used to the estimation of the instantaneour; frequency of multi-component signals perturbed by noise. A further research direction will be the study of the properties of the new time-frequency representation derived in this paper.
